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ABSTRACT

This paper describes research and development for reducing the aerodynamic drag of heavy vehicles by demonstrating new approaches for the numerical simulation and analysis of aerodynamic flow. Experimental validation of new computational fluid dynamics methods are also an important part of this approach. Experiments on a model of an integrated tractor-trailer are underway at NASA Ames Research Center and the University of Southern California (USC). Companion computer simulations are being performed by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), and California Institute of Technology (Caltech) using state-of-the-art techniques.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

A modern Class 8 tractor-trailer can weigh up to 80,000 pounds and has a wind-averaged drag coefficient around $C_D=0.60$. (The drag coefficient is defined as the drag/ (dynamic pressure x projected area).) The higher the speed the more energy consumed in overcoming aerodynamic drag. At 70 miles per hour, a common highway speed today, overcoming aerodynamic drag represents about 65% of the total energy expenditure for a typical heavy truck vehicle. Reduced fuel consumption for heavy vehicles can be achieved by altering truck shapes to decrease the aerodynamic resistance (drag). It is conceivable that present day truck drag coefficients might be reduced by as much as 50%.

It is estimated that in the year 2012, Class 8 trucks will travel 60 billion highway miles per year. The 60 billion highway miles is predicted by applying a 30% growth factor to the figure of 48 billion miles obtained from the FHWA annual vehicle-travel estimates for 1992 [1]. For a typical Class 8 tractor-trailer powered by a modern, turbocharged diesel engine operating at a fixed specific fuel consumption, $bsfc=0.34$ pounds/HP-hr., reducing the drag coefficient from 0.6 to 0.3 would result in a total yearly savings of 4 billion gallons of diesel fuel for travel at a present day speed of 70 miles per hour. The mileage improvement is from 5.0 miles per gallon to 7.7 miles per gallon - a 50% savings. (For travel at 60 miles per hour, the equivalent numbers would be 3 billion gallons of diesel fuel saved, and a mileage improvement from 6.1 miles per gallon to 8.7 miles per gallons.)

The aerodynamic design of heavy trucks is presently based upon estimations of performance derived from wind tunnel testing. No better methods have been available traditionally, and the designer/aerodynamicists are to be commended for achieving significant design improvements over the past several decades on the basis of limited quantitative information. Computer simulation of aerodynamic flow around heavy vehicles is a new possibility, but the truck manufacturers have not yet fully
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embraced integrated, state-of-the-art computational simulations into advanced design approaches to predict performance of optimized aerodynamic vehicles. This lack of computational simulation is due partially because currently available methods are not reliable in their predictions for complex tractor-trailer flows.

EXPERIMENTS

We present herein an overview of the current experimental approach and results provided for the integrated tractor-trailer benchmark geometry termed the Ground Transportation System (GTS) [2]. Continuum Dynamics, Inc. has also provided boattail plates made to fit the GTS Model (Figure 1).

The purpose of these experiments is to collect data for benchmarking and validation of the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models, and for further insight into truck flow phenomena. The authors would like to emphasize the importance of synergism between computationalists and experimentalists for the construction of validation experiments. We have attempted to follow the 6 major points in the AIAA guide [3] which provides a philosophy of code validation experiments:

1. A validation experiment should be jointly designed and executed by experimentalists and code developers.
2. A validation experiment should be designed to capture the relevant physics, all initial and boundary conditions, and auxiliary data.
3. A validation experiment should utilize any inherent synergisms between experiment and computational approaches.
4. The flavor of a blind comparison of computational results with experimental data should be a goal.
5. A hierarchy of complexity of physics should be attacked in a series of validation experiments.
6. Develop and employ experimental uncertainty analysis procedures to delineate and quantify systematic and random sources of error.

TRACTOR-TRAILER GAP: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEASURED DRAG AND MEASURED FLOW FIELD

Wind tunnel measurements of drag are being conducted at the University of Southern California (USC) using 1/14 scale models fabricated from dense styrofoam using a rapid prototyping 3-axis milling machine. The experiments are run at a free-stream velocity of about 22 m/s and a Reynolds number of 270,000 based on the model width. Figure 2 illustrates the dramatic effect of tractor/trailer gap length upon drag. Minimum drag occurs for zero gap, and there is a gradual increase in drag as gap increases in the range of G/L=0-0.5 (G is the gap width and L is the square root of the frontal area, 0.218m in this case). At G/L=0.5-0.6, there is a sudden increase in the drag of the trailer.

The flow also becomes much more unsteady in the vicinity of this critical gap, suggesting that a fundamentally different flow regime is somehow established. The details of the flow field within the gap are further studied using a planar Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV) system. The technique captures the instantaneous image of many particles illuminated by a laser light sheet. Twenty microseconds later, a second laser is fired, and a second image is acquired. The two captured images are then interrogated locally to determine a single displacement field (velocity field) consisting of approximately 5000 vectors. About 50 such realizations are acquired for each gap length, and for each vertical or horizontal slice. The DPIV approach can be used to determine unsteady and time-averaged behavior of the flow in the gap region.

The DPIV results show that at short gap lengths (G/L<0.4), the individual realizations describe a relatively steady flow containing a stable toroidal vortex within the gap. For larger gap lengths (values of G/L>1.0), the gap can no longer support the steady vortex, and vorticity is continually shed downstream. Near G/L≈0.5, the flow alternates between these two states. This transition condition is illustrated in the streamline plots in Figure 3, showing two horizontal slices at mid height. The two “states” are separately detected and averaged. The image on the left in Figure 3 illustrates the nearly symmetric flow that is present part of the time, while the image on the right in Figure 3 represents a portion of time having strongly asymmetric right-to-left flow within the gap.

3D PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY (3DPIV) OF A TRUCK WAKE

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is an imaging technique that measures both the velocity and direction of fluid flow on a given plane in space. 3DPIV data has all three components of a velocity vector. This technique was developed and applied by NASA Ames Research Center in their 7-ft. x 10-ft. low-speed wind tunnel. This is the world's first 3D PIV system being used in a production wind tunnel.

The 3DPIV system consists of a pulsed, dual-head Nd:YAG laser with its output formed into a sheet of light (Figure 4). The laser beam, which is less than a millimeter thick, is projected into the fluid flow. The laser illuminates seed particles introduced into the fluid. In the experiments described herein, the seed material is atomized mineral oil. For an accurate measurement, the seed must follow the flow without "lagging" behind. The laser can accomplish two successful light pulses with the delay between pulses tightly controlled. Two cameras view the laser sheet such that they form a stereo-pair which record the particle field as illuminated by the two
pulses. Image processing of the reference and delay images measures the shift in the particles in the time between the pulses. Each camera will yield a two-component vector field. Further data processing yields a single vector field, derived from the 2D fields, that has the third directional component.

The PIV measurements were taken in the model wake, providing the three components of velocity in the plane of a laser sheet. PIV data were taken for Reynolds numbers (Re) of 0.5 million and 2 million based on the trailer width and free-stream velocity. In all, more than fifty data sets were collected during the experiment.

Examples of the PIV results are shown in Figure 5 for cases with and without boattail plates. Experiments conducted with and without the boattail plates show a 20% reduction in vehicle drag when the plates are installed. (A 10% reduction had previously been measured on a full-size truck of different design at similar speeds. The drag reduction is less for the full-scale case due to the more realistic truck geometry.)

State-of-the-art oil film interferometry techniques (OFI) for measuring skin friction, and pressure sensitive paint (PSP) measurements were also provided for this experiment. The OFI technique can supply quantitative time-averaged skin friction measurements on the body and in the body wake. The PSP measurements provide time-averaged pressures on the body.

Skin friction measurements on the model body were also provided by Tao Systems' hot-film sensors which can detect flow separation, reattachment, and transition. A total of 60 sensors were used for the hot-film measurements.

COMPUTATIONS

REYNOLDS-AVERAGED NAVIER-STOKES MODELING OF FULL FLOW FIELD

Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) computations are currently being performed by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) on the GTS geometry. This modeling and simulation activity is part of an effort to evaluate the applicability of RANS computational approaches for bluff body flow as seen in Class 8 truck flows. The SACCARA code (Sandia full Navier-Stokes, compressible, structured) was used in these computations and includes not only the truck geometry itself but the wind tunnel walls as well. Simulations were performed at a “width Reynolds Number” of 2.0 million at yaw angles of 0° and 10°. Results are presented for the NASA Ames 7x10 experimental configuration as shown in Figure 6. The surface mesh, shown in Figure 7, includes the tunnel walls modeled as no-slip boundary conditions on the floor and slip boundary conditions on the side walls and the top of the tunnel. The computational grid extends both upstream and downstream of the tunnel test section based on a length determined by precursor simulations of a “tunnel empty” condition. The complete volume grid of the GTS model in the tunnel contains about 12.5 million computational cells. The tunnel empty condition was necessary to achieve the correct inflow and outflow boundary conditions.

The initial solution is for 0° yaw and provides a good baseline solution for the GTS geometry. Particle traces from the SACCARA solution are shown in Figure 8. The particle traces clearly indicate a large stagnation region on the front of the vehicle which, as expected, was easy to capture using the current computational approach. The traces also indicate that there does not appear to be any axial separation on the top or sides of the GTS geometry at 0° yaw. Figure 9 illustrates the centerline pressure coefficient distribution on the top and bottom surfaces of the GTS geometry. This plot shows excellent agreement with the experimental data and even captures the local effects of the mounting posts on the underneath surface of the wind tunnel model. Figure 10 shows predicted pressure contours on the GTS geometry at 0° yaw angle. As expected, these contours illustrate the high pressure on the forward face of the cab with the flow further back on the trailer section reaching near free stream conditions (i.e., \(C_D=0\)). Since the aerodynamic drag is an integration of not only normal stresses (i.e., pressure) over the closed surface of the body but tangential stresses (i.e., shear stresses) as well, then it is of utility to examine surface shear stress contours also. Figure 11 illustrates the surface shear stress distribution for the GTS geometry for 0° yaw. This figure indicates that while the shear stress on the side of the cab/tractor section of the vehicle is small, there is no separation on the sides of the vehicle. Note the shear stress variation across the base of the model. An additional benefit of computational techniques is that detailed properties of the flow can be examined and “redesigned” in the absence of experimentally measured properties/characteristics of the flow field (e.g., the base recirculation region).

Figures 12 through 14 illustrate similar properties for the 10° yaw case. Figure 12 is a composite figure of various particle traces for the 10° yaw solution. While this figure is quite busy, it does indicate several edge vortex roll-up situations as well as a large axially separated region on the leeward side of the cab/tractor just past the vertical corner radius. These particle traces (as in Figure 8) also are colored by pressure magnitude. Figure 13 shows pressure contours for this case and matches, at least qualitatively, with characteristics illustrated in the PSP measurements from the NASA 7x10 wind tunnel experiment. Figure 14 shows the surface shear stress and provides very interesting insight into what is happening on both the windward and leeward sides of the vehicle at a substantial yaw angle. Again note that the computational method yields details about surface shear stress that are impossible to obtain in most validation experiments. In this figure one can estimate the shape and extent of the lee-side separation bubble as predicted by CFD. Early indications are that the computational and
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The large-eddy simulation (LES) approach is being used by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) to study the influence of boattail plates on the trailer flow field with the GTS geometry. Aerodynamic drag can be significantly reduced with trailer add-ons that reduce the truck base. In any case, RANS computations has shown very promising results to date, as long as the user is well experienced in RANS techniques, and provides sufficient grid resolution to ensure accuracy and mesh convergence of the solution. The true benefit of a RANS technique is the speed at which solutions can be constructed and the ability to “interrogate” any part of the flow field, on the surface or off the surface, for any fluid mechanics and thermodynamic property (e.g., total pressure loss, vorticity, etc.). The full power of such a numerical approach, if sufficiently accurate, has yet to be realized. It is the objective of the current effort to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of the RANS approach relative to heavy vehicle, ground transportation predictions. More work is still to be done but, to date, the results are very encouraging. Future RANS simulation efforts include a grid resolution study, simulation of base drag reduction devices including boattail plates, and additional yaw angles sufficient to calculate a “wind averaged drag coefficient.”

LARGE-EDDY SIMULATION AND TO STUDY INFLUENCE OF BOATTAIL PLATES

The large-eddy simulation (LES) approach is being used by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) to study the influence of boattail plates on the trailer flow field with the GTS geometry. Aerodynamic drag can be significantly reduced with trailer add-ons that reduce the wake and increase the base pressure. The boattail plates provided by Continuum Dynamics, Inc. for the wind tunnel tests at NASA Ames are considered for this study.

LES is an advanced modeling approach with the potential to achieve more accurate simulations with minimum empiricism and thus, reduce experimentation. The flow around a tractor/trailer is time dependent, three-dimensional with a wide range of scales (i.e., the largest scale is on the order of the truck length and the small scales are smaller than the diameter of a grab handle). LLNL is utilizing an established finite element method in conjunction with LES.

The back-end of the trailer with and without the boattail plates is investigated. The computational grid is composed of 3 million elements (Figure 15). The computational field is decomposed into 148 domains and calculations are performed using 148 processors on the LLNL Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative (ASCI) massively parallel IBM machine. “Snap-shots” of the flow field with and without plates are shown in Figure 16. The computations indicate the reduction in the trailer wake with the boattail plates as seen in the experiments.

SIMULATION OF COMPLEX, UNSTEADY FLOWS USING A GRID-FREE VORTEX METHOD

A LES approach with vortex methods is being used by Caltech. It is emphasized that this is truly a gridless method (except for the 2D grid on the vehicle surface). Gridless methods appear to be of particular interest to industry, because of the large amount of time that is usually spent on mesh generation compared to the simulation run time. In addition, with vortex methods, computations are only performed where nonzero vorticity is present (e.g., near body and in wake) thus, reducing computational effort. In addition, there are other developments that reduce the effective operations from an order of $N^2$ to order N, where N is the number of computational elements (i.e., vortex packets) which move with the fluid.

Vorticity generation at the wall due to the no-slip condition is implemented by a 2D grid of vortex panels on the body surface. Viscous diffusion of the surface vorticity into the flow is done by panel-to-Lagrangian element transfer. At low Reynolds numbers (up to a few thousand), all important scales of motion, including the viscous scales, are explicitly accounted for so that the result is a direct simulation of the Navier-Stokes equations. In medium to high Reynolds number applications, the vortex method will function as an LES technique. Thus, subgrid-scale models will be required to: (1) represent the effects of fine-scale turbulence not resolved by the vortex particles, (2) represent the effects of small-scale active/passive flow control devices that may be applied, and (3) represent small-scale perturbations to the surface of the body.

Preliminary results for a direct simulation using the vortex method for a rounded corner cube at Re=100 are shown in Figure 17. Body forces and moments for 0 and 10 degree yaw angles are shown in Figures 18 and 19.

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE PLANS

Experiments on a baseline geometry of an integrated tractor/trailer have been performed. In addition to drag and discrete and unsteady pressure measurements, an entire suite of new and innovative measurement techniques were used, including use of the world's first 3D PIV system in a production wind tunnel. The purpose of the experiments is to collect validation like data for comparison to the CFD models and for further insight into truck flow phenomena.
Advanced computational models that use an LES approach are being developed, in addition to the use of state-of-the-art RANS modeling. A steady-state RANS approach can capture the time-averaged large-scale phenomena on the surface of the vehicle as well as in the surrounding flow field. While the RANS approach may accurately predict the mean flow, this technique cannot capture the large-scale time dependent flow around the vehicle. The advanced LES modeling approach is being considered to achieve accurate simulations of the time dependent flow with minimum empiricism and thus, reduce experimentation and increase the understanding of contributory causes for drag of heavy trucks.
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FIGURE 2. Variation of drag coefficient with normalized gap length between tractor and trailer as measured in USC wind tunnel with 1/14 scale model.
FIGURE 3. Streamline plots of gap flow showing two horizontal slices at mid height for two normalized gap lengths.

FIGURE 4. Installation view of truck in NASA 7-ft. x 10-ft. wind tunnel and 3DPIV setup.
FIGURE 5. Vector and vorticity measured data for the two cases with and without boattail plates.
FIGURE 6. Photograph of GTS model in NASA Ames 7-ft. x 10-ft. low speed wind tunnel.
FIGURE 7. Computational mesh of GTS model in NASA Ames 7-ft. x 10-ft. low speed wind tunnel (0° yaw).
FIGURE 8. Particle traces (colored by pressure magnitude) around GTS geometry in NASA Ames 7-ft. x 10-ft. low speed wind tunnel (0° yaw).
FIGURE 9. Pressure contours on GTS geometry in NASA Ames 7-ft. x 10-ft. low speed wind tunnel (0° yaw).
FIGURE 10. Centerline pressure distribution around GTS geometry in NASA Ames 7-ft. x 10-ft. low speed wind tunnel (0° yaw).

FIGURE 11. Shear stress contours on GTS geometry in NASA Ames 7-ft. x 10-ft. low speed wind tunnel (0° yaw).
FIGURE 12. Particle traces (colored by pressure magnitude) around GTS geometry in NASA Ames 7-ft. x 10-ft. low speed wind tunnel (10° yaw).
FIGURE 13. Pressure contours on GTS geometry in NASA Ames 7-ft. x 10-ft. low speed wind tunnel (10° yaw).

FIGURE 14. Shear stress contours on GTS geometry in NASA Ames 7-ft. x 10-ft. low speed wind tunnel (0° yaw).
FIGURE 15. Computational domain for LES investigation of boattails.
FIGURE 17. Starting flow around a rounded cube at Re=100 and Ut/L=2. (Ut/L is a nondimensional time, U is speed, L is body length, and t is time.) Results are for a slice at the body half-height.
FIGURE 18. Body axis drag coefficient versus time for 0 degrees yaw. The only body force present is the body axis drag; all other forces and moments are zero.

FIGURE 19. Body forces and moment versus time for 10 degrees yaw. From top to bottom: body axis drag coefficient, body axis side force, and moment about the transverse body axis. All other forces and moments are zero.